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The caption for the cover photo of February
"TW" inadvertently ommitted to identify the
tramway system. Whilst the distinctive lines of
132 and the springbow would readily identify
Hobart for most readers we did not intend to
make it a guessing competition. We are also
assured that 132 is at the Lenah Valley terminus in Augusta Road near Pottery Road and
not as stated.
However, in the article on traction modelling
in this issue there are listed 26 track gauges
used by electric traction. These are all given in
millimetres. Can you relate the appropriate
ones back to feet and inches and identify where
they were or are used?
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The Official opening of the Kogarah Trolley
Bus system on 3 July, 1937.
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THAT CURIOSITY- THE TROLLEY BUS
Compiled by K. McCarthy.
"Modern Tramway", the organ of the Light
Railway Transport League of Great Britain,
published a favourable review of the SPER
Tramway Museum publication "N.S.W. Tramcar Handbook Part II" in their January 1977
issue. In his treatment the reviewer stated . . . .
"Mention of a steam tramway being replaced
by trolley buses in 1937 (at Kogarah N.S.W.)
is itself a curiosity"
July 3rd, 1977 marks the 40th anniversary
of the passing of the Kogarah steam tramway
and the inaugural ceremony of the replacing
trolley bus system. Although the trolley buses
were efficient vehicles and achieved most things
expected of them, this curious traction form
has not left much of a mark in the story of
urban transportation in Australia.
Between March 1932, when the first trials
were conducted in Adelaide, and August 1969
when the last two Perth routes closed, some
337 trolley buses traversed approximately 109
miles of route on eight trolley bus systems in
Australia.
The Kogarah conversion of 40 years ago was

preceded by the Adelaide trials and the small
initial experimental lines in Perth, Sydney
(King's Cross) and Hobart, but Kogarah was the
location for the first large scale introduction in
Australia of this traction form, employing a
reasonable size fleet of uniform vehicles.

Trolley buses arrived very late on the Australian scene. In April 1882 Siemens operated a
primitive trolley bus in Berlin supplied with
current from twin wires through a troller (a
small four wheeled device running along these
wires, pulled by the prime mover by a cable)
attached to a mast on the vehicle. (1) M.Schiemann is credited with operating a trolley bus
Trolley bus number 1, during first day trials on
the Kensington Racecourse training circuit,
December 18th, 1933.
P. Simpson collection.

